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The result of this research-driven technology is an upgraded Ball Physics System (BPS) and a faster, more reactive artificial intelligence, both powered by detailed inputs from the real players on the pitch. The result is a much improved game where every touch of the ball, every tackling, aerial duel and dribble is a joy to play. FIFA Pro
Evolution Soccer, the first video game in the FIFPro World Player Ranking (FIFPro WPR) history, is back for a new era. Building upon the gameplay innovations introduced in FIFA 17, FIFA Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 sets out a new vision for video game football - where authenticity, innovation and entertainment meet to create the definitive
football experience.FIFA Pro Evolution Soccer, the first video game in the FIFPro World Player Ranking (FIFPro WPR) history, is back for a new era. Building upon the gameplay innovations introduced in FIFA 17, FIFA Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 sets out a new vision for video game football - where authenticity, innovation and entertainment
meet to create the definitive football experience.A new era of global competitions, player movement and innovation has brought a new sense of scale and diversity to the sport. With the addition of new stadiums, kits, player relations, and more, FIFA Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 will bring new ways to play football around the world, from
the exhilarating atmosphere of the Copa Libertadores or the UEFA Champions League to the intensity of the English FA Cup, the FIFA Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 series is the perfect experience for modern-day football fans. Key Features: Ball Physics – No longer governed by the bouncy rubber of old, FIFA Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 now
lets you experience the true flight of the ball and react to every touch, dodge, tackle, and spin of the ball as it flows across the pitch. All players on the pitch are now affected by the physics of the ball, but not everyone reacts the same way. Ball Physics brings more realism and makes tackling, dribbling and passing feel more satisfying
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Live the dream with a new Manage Your Team experience:
Player Camrages: Data-based visualisations offering more nuanced and well-rounded representations of your players
Uncovered: A new, deeper dribble animation system that puts players in their most natural motion when dribbling, giving them greater control over their passes and shots. This new dribble system was developed alongside the world’s foremost developers of dribble animation, French animation company WorldKick. Players can
now transfer the influence of their dribble to all parts of the game, like shooting and passing.
Fast and freeform skill moves: Go wild with a number of contextualised skill moves, including the ability to make a cynical chip, punk a defensive wall or backward step, and more.
Create your own futuristic footballing vision: Create your club and play out your story within a true to life pitch and stadium in a more open stadium editor, where you can explore the next generation of player agent technology
AI Friendlies: Use the new AI Friendlies feature to connect to players and through a series of events help improve your teams FIFA Ultimate Team squad regardless of whether you share your challenges with friends. Or challenge your friends to see who is the best FUT manager on the day.
Predictions engine: Use the new Predictions engine to give you the ever-increasing benefit of the knowledge of what you’re likely to do next in matchday situations. You can use this information to prepare for various play styles, or even help you spot or tell if a team is cheating, passing backwards, sitting off, tucking, sliding
etc. even when your camera is turned off.
Synchronised full-motion transfers: Move and strike like your favourite stars, as EA SPORTS Football club have designed an evolution to the player transfer feature. New in FIFA 22 is the ability to transfer players within the squad that automatically takes into account your performance (by comparing your match stats to those
of your teammates). This allows you to identify team strength, decide whether you want to go with the goal scorers or perhaps the best-rated defenders. Or you can decide the ball 
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FIFA is EA SPORTS FIFA 22 delivers unparalleled authenticity, gameplay and storytelling that makes every football fan feel like they are experiencing the real thing. Experience the power, emotion and excitement of being a player through the eyes of your favourite real-world star. Everything in the game is custom made and
designed to deliver an authentic experience. No match-play is ever closer to real than FIFA where every challenge you meet on the pitch is intense, personal and unpredictable. A new era of football FIFA 22 brings you closer to the game by covering every aspect of the beautiful game and placing you into the real-world stories and
narratives that football is built on. Experience new ways to play, challenge and compete in 1-on-1 game modes. Use tactical tools to give real-world teams an edge. And be part of the most authentic and complete stories in soccer. How FIFA works With FIFA you’re in control of a fully immersed, living football player. Use your
soccer skills to put the ball into the back of the net in Soccer and create goals and assists in Attack and Create. It’s all done with fluid, responsive, real-time tactical gameplay that is accessible and fun. With a multitude of ways to play, new innovations and an all-new presentation, FIFA is more diverse and intuitive than ever
before. Authentic and Real-World Soccer Experience life as a football player through the eyes of your favourite real-world star in FIFA. Over 200 players in every team, every stadium, every pitch, every game and every moment. Face rival players and clubs across the globe and build your reputation in career mode with personal
rivalries. Customise your ball with unique colour combinations, including eye-catching prints, authentic-looking logos, retro designs and more. Completely Customized Teams Create your favourite club and compete against real-world teams, competing for over 100 trophies. Start with your favorite real-world country and play in all
six of the World Cups and the Olympics. With exclusive FIFA Ultimate Teams concepts and authentic player attributes for every club, you’ll truly feel like a part of your club. Strategically Balanced Rivalries Form custom rivalries with other clubs, build your club’s reputation and place yourself in real-world stories with thousands of
other unique rivalries. Gameplay in FIFA 22 Power your players with new attacking and defending techniques bc9d6d6daa
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Create a collection of players and take on the competition with your very own team of football superstars. Get the game that oozes authentic gameplay, free-flowing football and legendary players like Cristiano Ronaldo, Diego Costa, Neymar and many more. Play it yourself, train it like the pros, and compete with your team online. FIFA
Ultimate Team – Career Mode – Play as a manager for the first time in FIFA. Choose from over 1,000 players and lead your team through the full range of FUT competitions, from the youth leagues to the Champions League and beyond. Play to win! FUT Champions Mode – An all new game mode exclusive to FIFA Ultimate Team in FIFA 22,
FUT Champions mode puts you in the middle of a season that anyone can win – from the legends of the game, through to top young talents looking to break through. NEW MULTITOUCH MODE FIFA 22 features the long-requested new touch mode with a completely new way to play. With your very own, totally customizable Pro Controller,
the new Touch Mode let’s you go from quick-kill goals to balletic flicks and tricks with ease. Exclusively available in FIFA, FIFA 22 will be the only football game with this precise touch functionality. PLAYER PROGRESSION Choose from over 1,000 real-life players and train them to be superstars – to master them and get them to the very
top of their game. Your progression will be unique to you and is only possible with FIFA, from first-division action to memorable, award-winning cameo appearances. PERSONALIZATION FIFA 22 gives fans the ability to customize every player in the game with a wide variety of options. Choose from bespoke outfits, holograms and much
more. Make all the small but crucial changes in every part of your players’ looks to make them more visually appealing to you. ***Please note that by selecting "check now" for delivery option. As a result, your product will be shipped immediately. Thank you for checking. Your order will be sent to your email address that has been
verified and then verify your email address again to complete the transaction. ***Please note that by selecting "check now" for delivery option. As a result, your product will be shipped immediately. Thank you for checking. Your order will be sent to your email address that has been verified and then verify your email address again
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What's new:

The comments section in Ultimate Team is now open, and will remain so. All players, cards and kits are visible and ranked from all-time FIFA greats, to players you may be competing with, or against.
Player ratings are now localised to English, German, Portuguese, Spanish, French, Italian, Brazilian, Japan, and Latin American regions, in addition to FIFA Online 4.0 to ensure that English speaking regions will
receive the most accurate ratings. Player bios can also now be accessed at any time – from the main menu.
In Ultimate Team, there is now a global settings file. In addition, the game has been optimised for 4K Ultra HD and HDR displays. Player cards and team trademarks have been adjusted to avoid any pop-up
issues in high-resolution displays.
On the pitch, play styles have been normalised to further improve 3D gameplay.

More tips:

Learn How to Play FIFA 22
Get a taste of Ultimate Team in FUT preview videos on YouTube

Twitter:

Follow AskFUT
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EA SPORTS FIFA 22 is the most authentic experience of playing professional soccer on PlayStation 4, and is built from the authentic football DNA of the sport and features players, teams and stadiums that are both authentic and highly skilled. FIFA 22 puts you in control of the best players in the world, where you will battle for the ball,
control the game and ultimately score the winning goal! How Do I Play? The controls are the most authentic of any EA Sports game. In FIFA 22 for PlayStation 4, players run, move, pass, shoot and score at the skill and speed of a professional soccer player. Face physical challenges, communicate with your teammates and feel the
intensity of competition during intense matches where you need to play your way out of trouble. Each of the 90 licensed clubs includes a unique personality and plays from world-class stadiums. From the most traditional to the most progressive and modern, the stadiums have been specifically engineered to showcase the authentic
atmosphere of the world’s most competitive football league. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 also features a brand-new AI Director Mode to help you become a better, more skilled, soccer player. Train your teams to dominate the pitch by making your teammates play your way and determine the play, tactics, strategies, formations and more. FIFA 22
enhances the game’s visuals with clean, detailed, lifelike graphics. Real grass, authentic ball physics and top-notch lighting will truly immerse you into the game and brings the sights and sounds of football to life. From the pitch to the stands, and everywhere in-between, you can interact with your club, connect to your social network,
play online and watch highlights. Features Authentic Player Feel Move, pass, shoot and compete like a professional soccer player. With the most authentic player feel of any EA SPORTS title, you’ll feel the temperature and intensity of the action, whether you’re playing online or alone against the AI. Introducing the FIFA Trainer Mode
Improve and perfect your skills by playing like a professional with the FIFA Trainer. Using the same technology as on the pitch, this will enable you to practice and perfect those moves and techniques that make you a better player. Brand New AI Director Mode Use the new and improved AI Director to create a unique tactical game plan
for your club. By intelligently controlling the
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Choose a language
Take note of the serial key provided inside your email.
Run the setup file and follow the instructions on the display.
Enjoy playing.
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System Requirements:

Minimum System Requirements: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compliant hardware with 256MB or more of VRAM (NVIDIA 8600GT or better, AMD 9600 or better) Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard
Drive: 3.5 GB of available space for installation Additional Requirements: - Sound card -
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